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Abstract—The aim of this article is to independently 
implement an indispensable front-end platform in a 
network-based intelligent home healthcare system. We 
propose to realize an ARM-cored structure embedded 
with µClinux system to integrate several kinds of medical 
measuring modules with our platform. Then we 
demonstrate the platform work cooperatively with all 
proposed and built -units. This most characteristic point 
of this platform lies in the implementation of the 
embedded expert system on the hardware basis. This 
kind of feature allows those aged and/or long-time 
patients to get medical diagnosis and advices at home, 
and, at the same time makes doctors work more 
effectively and pertinently.

Keywords—Embedded, expert system, hardware, 
intelligent 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, most aged and/or long-time patients 
have to pay either valuable time or inconvenient 
movements to visit physicians for some uncomfortable 
symptoms. In order to promote the cost effectiveness 
of hospital, an intelligent home healthcare with self-
diagnostics would be desirable. 

Many researches and experiments related to home 
healthcare system have been made, including PC-based 
terminal [1], portable ECG and blood pressure 
telemonitoring system [2], wearable sensors [3] and 
PDA based pocket recorder [4], etc. But these systems 
have a common character: getting medical signals and 
straightforwardly transmitting them without expert-like 
intelligent processing. 

We propose a network-based intelligent home 
healthcare system (with an intelligent front-end 
platform) to change the above “doctor-direct” situation 
(referring to PC-side expert system [5] and network 
design referring to [6]). At home, patients or ordinary 
people can use the front end of the system to obtain 
information about their blood pressure, ECG signals or 
other medical information according to the modules 
integrated with it. The front-end platform can collect 
these raw data and process them with its embedded 

expert system with its updatable rule base to get the 
primary results. Then users can determine that what 
kind of discomfort occurred or what kind of disease 
may follow. This front-end platform may also be 
connected to a central server running more powerful 
expert system to get further consultation. So by 
referring to the results people can decide whether to 
visit a doctor or not. 

In this paper, we focus on the front-end platform of 
the whole network-based intelligent home healthcare 
system. It provides the important base of the 
consequent data processing and it has its own data 
extracting and processing ability. 

II. SYSTEM AECHITECTURE 

The whole system (as shown Fig 1) can be divided 
into three subsystems: Upper stream (Servers and 
Center DB), Middle stream (Patients’ PC or PDA) and 
Lower Stream (Front-end Platform with Data 
Acquisition and Embedded Expert System). 

Fig. 1. Structure of our proposed system 

The upper stream serves as the general data and 
processing center. It connects to the hospital network 
via TCP/IP protocol. At the same time, to the middle 
part, it also uses TCP/IP protocol to communicate. The 
middle stream acts as the intermediate between the 
front-end platform and upper servers. It can be user’s 
PC or PDA and talk with the lower part via LAN 
protocol. 
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Our focus is on the lower stream (subsystem) and 
Fig 2 shows its typical structure. The platform features 
two main characteristics: Flexibility and Embedded 
expert system. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of the front-end platform

To achieve these two main characteristics, our 
system was built on an embedded system running 
µClinux. For Flexibility: this platform can adapt 
different third party measuring modules. They can be 
interchanged to implement various measurements. At 
this initial phase, two kinds of modules (blood pressure 
and ECG signals) are integrated into the platform since 
these two types of medical signals are commonly used. 
Various module drivers can be merged into the 
software part to recognize and control different 
modules plugged in. 

For Embedded Expert system:  the rulebase and 
inference of the expert system would run under the 
µClinux circumstance. Through the networking ability 
of µClinux, our platform can connect the upper stream 
subsystem PC to transfer medical data as well as to 
update its rulebase. 

III. PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION 

The platform is a standalone instrument although is 
of a part of the whole system. To be operated 
standalone it is relatively self-grouped with its own 
hardware and software parts. We will discuss each part 
separately in the following subsections. 

A. Hardware Composition 

This part can be treated as the combination of the 
core part (developing board) and the affiliated part 
(pluggable modules). 

a. Core Component 

Considering the computational power required by 
our expert system and the total cost of the platform, an 
ARM CPU is preferred. Compared to low end MCU 
like 8051 series (even with its advanced module), an 
ARM CPU is somewhat more expensive but much 

more powerful & cost-effective. Table 1 shows the 
typical parameters comparison between 8051 and 
ARM7TDMI CPU. 

TABLE I 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 8051 AND ARM7TDMI 

 8051 ARM7TDMI 
ROM 4K 2M 
RAM 128byte 8M 

CPU Clock 12MHz 60MHz 

In addition, our expert system needs inference and 
medical data processing ability (data storage, 
transformation or graphics signal generation). So 8051 
is quite difficult to do it. On the other hand, for more 
high-end PC-based platform [1], they are quite more 
expensive and large in size. Consequently, an ARM 
structure is our best choice. 

Fig. 3. S3C44B0X developing board

An ARM-cored developing board, equipped with a 
Samsung S3C44B0X CPU shown in Figure 3, serves 
as the most important core component of the platform. 
The S3C44B0X was developed using an ARM7TDMI 
core. Additional peripherals, such as an Ethernet 
controller and a USB controller, can be easily extended. 
Most available modules adopt RS232 interface as the 
communication channel. So the 2-ch UART is used as 
the communication interfaces. The Ethernet interface 
will serve as the channel between board and upper 
level PC. To express the measuring and diagnostic 
results explicitly, a 320*240 dotted LCD screen has 
been extended from the built in controller. All 
measuring status, data and final advices can be 
displayed in either text-mode or simple graphic-mode. 

b. Peripheral Components 
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On the peripheral side, third party modules act as 
the raw data collectors. In our system, a blood pressure 
module KNM-04 NIBP and an ECG module BT007 
are selected for prototyping. 

KNM-04 is a NIBP module produced by Korean 
company. Measuring scope ranges from 50 to 
280mmHg (Systolic, Diastolic and Mean). Both adult 
and neonate can be measured under respective 
measuring mode. RS-232C level and UART serve as 
the communication channel with 9600bps baud-rate. 

Another module is BT007 ECG that provides 7 
channels synchronous ECG waves, 4 graded controlled 
gains, and 3 graded filter types. TTL or RS232 level 
can be selected for the serial port. Baud-rate is 
regulated to 19200bps and 28800bps respectively. 

B. Software Composition 

On the software side, µClinux, a kernel-reduced 
micro Linux system, is chosen as the embedded OS 
because its fitness for the embedded application. It can 
provide small kernel for limited storage space and 
abundant functions inherited from the pure Linux 
system such as network proficiency, memory 
management and so on. 

We will describe 3 normal procedures in the 
following Subsections: a) µClinux transplant; b) 
modules driving (including the specific communication 
protocols between modules and main board); and c) 
expert system setting up (including rulebase creation 
and inference operation). 

a. µClinux Transplant 

Because of the limitation of total size, the compiled 
µClinux kernel cannot support all of various hardware 
configurations. The µClinux publishing edition can 
directly support S3C4510B (another Samsung ARM7 
CPU), but not directly to our more functional and 
economical S3C44B0X. Hence, configurations in the 
µClinux kernel must be revised from S3C4510B to 
S3C44B0X to make our core work normally. 

Bottom layer hardware parameters setup is 
relatively simple and obvious. These hardware register 
address definitions are located in the header files and 
can be set according to S3C44B0X specifications. 
These definitions are the basis of system control, 
consequent drivers and applications programming. 
Especially, S3C44B0X has no MMU (Memory 
Management Unit). So all settings related to 
S3C4510B MMU should be cancelled or revised.  

b. Modules Driving 

Each module has its own communication protocol. 
So in the driver program, configurations are designed 
to fit for different modules and select desired one to 
work. For each communication protocol, a set of 
command instructions and corresponding buffering 
region length needs to be provided. External control 
such as key pressed or LCD touch screen will inform 
the system which module is selected and the proper 
driver should be loaded to drive the running module. 
Besides the connection to the modules, the platform 
needs link with the upper level PC with LAN protocol. 

c. Expert System Setting Up 

The most valuable feature in our front-end platform 
is the embedded expert system. An expert system 
needs a rulebase (database can be included) and the 
inference based on it to emulate humans’/experts’ 
judgment based on experience. Here the syndrome 
rulebase is set as file format.  

Comparing the inference difficulty of blood 
pressure signals and ECG signals, the latter one is 
obviously more diverse. So the rulebase is mainly built 
with ECG knowledge. Blood pressure signals can be 
usually described with only 4 to 5 parameters. So the 
results and advices related to this are much simpler and 
can be directly given out. 

To get the useful rulebase, there are two approaches: 
training with huge amount of pre-set examples and 
describing with existing medical information. 
Although the former one is relatively more precise and 
more reasonable, it takes a lot of computational cost to 
assist training. The latter one is selected in our system 
and it will be updated according to practical conditions. 

To implement the expert system in the related low-
end platform, a novel algorithm for expert system was 
proposed by our research group [5]. This new method 
can sufficiently reduce the huge resources required by 
traditional expert system as well their accompanied 
rulebase. 

By now the rulebase has contained the judgment 
standards about over 30 heart diseases (for example: 
Inter-Atrium Conduction Retardation, Left Heart 
Deficiency and Antral Cardioverter Irregularity). For 
every syndrome about 30 parameters (for example: 
heart rate, P/QRS/T wave features, interphases and 
axes) are used to describe it. Some of these parameters 
are ranges, and some are threshold values and others 
are features. To describe them with a unified form, 
every descriptive parameter is coded to several 
numbers to express their different values or features. 
So before build-up the rulebase, these parameters 
should be quantified. For example, the P axis is 
probably left-outed, right-outed or other. Hexadecimal 
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code 0x001, 0x002 and so on can be used to express 
them. After coding these parameters, pure hexadecimal 
codes can be arrayed in the rulebase file for convenient 
lookup and comparison [5]. 

Inference procedures are embodied in the program. 
Specialized functions are defined to implement 
inference using imported (just measured) data and 
preset rules in the rulebase file. For the reason of 
hardware application, the embedded expert system is 
slightly different from the expert system running on 
PC. Due to the lack of human-machine exchange, 
backward chain is limited to use. So the rulebase file is 
arranged mainly for forward chain inference, saying 
width first. In general, the first parameter of the 
imported syndrome is compared with the first one of 
the syndromes in the rulebase. If matched, the 
syndrome in the rulebase will be marked as pre-
matched. Otherwise, it will be marked mismatched and 
cancelled from the inference series. And then, the 
second syndrome goes on. When all of the syndromes 
finished, the parameter shifts to the second one and the 
inference comparison repeats. The inference process is 
shown in Fig 4. When the total process completed, all 
of the syndromes marked pre-matched will be marked 
as matched. And these syndromes will be given out as 
the final results of the inference and as the warrant of 
the given advices. 

Judge the attribute of the parameter
(ranges or thresholds or features)

Pick out the parameter from the
rulebase

Pick out the parameter from the
imported data

Judge whether the parameter match or
not

Match

Shift to the next
parameter

Cancel this
syndrome from the

rulebase and
change to the next

one

Not match

Fig. 4. Inference process

The complete expert system must be expressed as 
the combination of the static rulebase and dynamic 
inference process. LCD touch screen will provide 
some interactions between human and the platform. 
Then the expert system can be revised to add some 
backward chain inference to perform further diagnosis. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments on hardware only, software only and 
integration have been performed. Especially we 

emphasize the correctness of our expert system 
inference [5]. The results reflect that the whole 
inference process is accurate. The whole system 
precision is directly affected by the precision of 
modules. Blood pressure results are very obvious. 
ECG results have some oscillations due to the 
circumstance and finally are by and large satisfied. 
These kinds of results are reasonable as the basis of 
diagnosis advices. However, further clinical 
experiments under supervised by medical doctors 
should be carried out in our next step to test the system. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, an independent front-end platform of 
the network-based intelligent home healthcare system 
is introduced and built. It features in the embedded 
expert system to help doctors to diagnosis patients’ 
discomforts. With further improvements in hardware 
integration and expert system maturity, this platform 
can be developed as a handy product for those people 
who really need an initial screening prior consultation 
with a doctor. Through experiments, all necessary 
functions of the platform have been successfully 
implemented. Future works involve embedded 
modules within the core and developments more 
doctor-proof expert systems inside. 
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